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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the presence of · pathogenic Vibrio parahaemolyticus in seafood
consumed in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC). Sixty samples of fish were
obtained from major seafood outlets and sea costs of Famagusta, Kyrenia, Nicosia and
Morphou. Conventional culture technique was employed for the bacterial identification.
After having been enriched, isolation of this pathogen (V.

Parahaemolyticus) from

different seafood was performed on Thiosulfate Citrate Bile Sucrose-Salts Agar (TCBS)
medium. The identity of the bacteria were confirmed by using BD Phoenix Instrument.
We could not find Vibrio parahaemolyticus in fish samples taken from different regions of
TRNC which is one of the most important seafoodbome pathogens. However seafood
consumed in TRNC might be a source of other bacterial pathogens like Photobacterium
damselae

(formerly

Vibrio damsela) and Providencia

rettgeri species, since the

concentrations of these bacteria were found to be greater than 105 cfu/ml (minimum
infective dose) in sea bass and sea bream fishes from Kyrenia and from Morphou regions
respectively.

Keywords: Isolation; V. Parahaemolyticus; TCBS; culture method; Seafood; investigating;
food safety; TRNC
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OZET

Bu cahsmada Kuzey Kibns Turk Cumhuriyeti'nde (KKTC) ti.iketilen deniz ilrilnlerindeki
patojen bir bakteri olan Vibrio parahaemolyticus'un olasi varhgi arasnnlrmstir. KKTC'nin
Magusa, Girne, Lefkosa ve Guzelyurt bolgelerindeki deniz ilrilnleri satan marketlerden ve
bahkcilardan 60 bahk ornegi toplanrmstir. Bahklarm solungac ve ic organlan aynldiktan
sonra alkali peptonlu suda ayn ayn homojenize edilip zenginlestirilmis ve Thiosulphate
Citrate Bile Salt Sucrose (TCBS) Agarda izole edilmistir. TCBS agarda ilreyen supheli
koloniler BD Phoenix cihazi kullanilarak tammlanrmslardir.
Kulture ahnan orneklerin hicbirinde Vibrio parahaemolyticus'a rastlanmanusur. Girne'den
alman levrek orneklerinden bir bahgm ic organlarm,da patojen Providencia rettgeri ve
Giizelyurt'tan alman cipura omeklerinden bir baligm yine ic organlarmda patojen
Photobacterium damsalae (onceki adiyla Vibrio damsela) bulunmustur,
Bahk orneklerinde Vibrio parahaemolyticus bulunmamasi halk saghg1 acismdan
sevindirici bir sonuc olmakla beraber KKTC'de yaygm sekilde tuketilen bahk
orneklerinden bazrlannda 105 cfu/ml (minimum infektif doz) duzeyinde rastlarulan
Providencia rettgeri ve Photobacterium damsalae patojen bakterilerinin varhgmm
arastmlmasi onerilmektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: izolasyon ve identifikasyon; verifikasyon; Vibrio parahaemolyticus;
TCBS; deniz ilrilnleri; bahk, gida guvenligi; KKTC
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Information
Foodbome

infections

caused

by microorganisms

are the most

persistent

non-

communicable infections all over the world and are the most frequent, costly and yet
preventable public health problems. Foodbome gastrointestinal infections cause significant
morbidity and mortality globally, and despite the huge resources spent for the control
programs, these infections continue to implicate public health and economy (Helms et al.,
2006). Seafood is implicated in a number of these infections throughout the world; with
United States having 10-19%, Australia 20%, European Union 42.5%, Canada 62% and
Japan 87% (Butt et al., 2004; FAO, 2016a).
Seafood is consumed globally because of its significant contributions in nutrition and wellbeing of the consumers. However, despite its significance, seafood contain a number of
deleterious microbial loads such as bacteria, viruses such as norovirus and microparasites
such as flukes.
The relevance of microorganisms associated with seafood after harvest depends on two
major factors: environmental conditions and microbial state of the harvesting water; water
temperature, degree of saltiness, proximity of harvesting ground to polluted areas, feeding
mechanism

of seafood, method of harvest and preservation techniques employed

(Feldhusen, 2000).
The bacterial biota of seawater is mostly Gram-negative; although, Gram-positive bacteria
exist there basically as ephemerals (Jay, 2000).

Pathogenic bacteria associated with

seafood could be divided into three major groups: the indigenous bacteria (Vibrionaceae
spp., Listeria monocytogenes, and Clostridium botulinum), enteric bacteria which occur
due to faecal contamination (Salmonella spp., Yersinia enterocolitica, Escherichia coli,
amongst others) and those encountered

in the course of processing

(Bacillus spp.,

Clostridium perfringens and Staphylococcus aureus) (Feldhusen, 2000).
Vibrionaceae is a family of Proteobacteria inhabiting aquatic systems and seafood
harvested

from such systems. This includes the genus Photobacterium,

Aeromonas and Plesiomonas (Colakoglu et al., 2006).
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Vibrios,

Occurrence of Vibrio species.pave been reported in seafood harvested from contaminated
waters, or which have been mishandled

improperly

after harvesting (Baffone et al.,

2000). They play significant role in seafood associated infections (Huss, 1997).
Nevertheless, not all vibrios pose dangers to humans. In all the 65 species of the genus,
only 12 are known as human pathogens (Nair et al., 2006), and 8 species regarded as
agents of food poisoning (Oliver and Kaper, 2007). Most importantly, three species
including V cholerae, V parahaemolyticus and V vulnificus are responsible for the
pathogenicity in food by food contamination (DePaola et al., 2010).
Vibrios associated with seafood gained more attention as they are an important cause of
food poisoning in humans (Quintoil et al., 2007 and DePaola et al., 2010). V
parahaemolyticus is the leading causative agent of acute gastroenteritis in human after
ingestion of contaminated raw, undercooked,

or mishandled marine food products

(Letchumanan et al., 2014).
V parahaemolyticus

are enteropathogenic bacteria responsible for many seafoodbome

illnesses as a result of ingestion of contaminated seafood such as raw fish or shellfish. The
organism manifests through nausea and vomiting, abdominal cramps, fever and subsequent
watery to bloody diarrhea after a short period of time following ingestion of the food.
Although the mechanism of illness is not clear yet; fecal leukocytes are usually observed.
The disease occurs throughout the world with highest prevalence in areas where uncooked
seafood is used (Jawetz et al., 1995).
V parahaemolyticus are the classical agents of seafood-associated gastroenteritis in the
U.S and many Asian countries (Mead et al., 1999), although rare cases have been reported
in European countries (Robert-Pillot et al., 2004). V parahaemolyticus

is frequently

isolated in seafood everywhere in the world (Martinez-Urtaza et al., 2005; Colakoglu et
al., 2006; Fluenzalida et al., 2007; Iwamoto et al., 2010; Adebayo-Tayo et al., 2011;
Francis et al., 2012).
The growing consumption of seafood, the increase prevalence, and the elevated levels of
cross contamination caused by aquatic pathogenic microbes motivated us to investigate the
occurrence of Vibrio parahaemolyticus
ingestion

of seafood

contaminated

in seafood in the TRNC. Infections due to

with

V parahaemolyticus

result

in frequent

hospitalizations with morbidity and mortality. V parahaemolyticus has a greater seasonal
and geographic range than other Vibrios and it is generally more abundant year round.
Because of its association with seafood, this agent is a significant concern to the seafood
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industry and public health agencies. V. parahaemolyticus can readily be detected and
enumerated with available facilities-in the Near East University Laboratories. Seafood took
significant portion in the diet of people in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus
(TRNC) and that there are no or less adequate information regarding the safety of seafood.
It is very unfortunate that nearly almost all marine environments have been polluted with
biological and chemical pollutants as a result of human activities. It is, therefore, obvious
seafood harvested from marine or aquatic environments

contain some pathogenic

microorganisms.
Most of fish species consumed in the TRNC are imported from different countries around
the world, however, due to its significance, many attempts have been made to grow
commercial seafood in the TRNC. In addition to two established farms, another project
aimed at producing Sea bass and Sea bream has been planned to provide 29 tons in 2003
with hope of increasing in the subsequent years. In TRNC, the estimated demand for
finfish, in particular Sea bass and Sea bream is above 1100 tons per year and is increasing
continously (Anonymous, 2012).
The aim of this study is to investigate the presence of Vibrio parahaemolyticus in various
types of seafood consumed in the TRNC. Objectives include:
I.

To assess the safety of some seafood varieties in TRNC in terms of potentially
pathogenic Vibrio parahaemolyticus.

II.

To acquire epidemiological and analytical data for risk assessment of V.
parahaemolyticus for seafood of the TRNC.

III.

To evaluate the frequency of occurrence of this pathogen among various types
of seafood.

In terms of area, our research is limited to Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC).
Sampling area includes major seafood outlets of Nicosia (Lefkosa), Famagusta (Magusa),
Kyrenia (Girne) and Morphou (Guzelyurt). In the context of our research, seafood is
limited to fmfish species. Even though seafood may contain a lot of pathogenic
microorganisms, this study is aimed to determine the presence of medically important V.
parahaemolyticus in various finfish varieties consumed in the TRNC.
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1.2 Overview on Seafood
Potter and Hotchkiss (2007) defined seafood as a food originated from salt water only,
while foods originated from all aquatic environments either fresh or salt water are referred
to as marine foods. This shows that seafood are subclasses of marine foods or that marine
foods are the general nomenclature of all foods originated from aquatic environments.
Accordingly, Venugopal (2006) and Ronholm et al (2016) defined seafood as a vast group
of biologically diverse animals and their products; comprising of fish, whether of marine,
freshwater, or estuarine habitat, and shellfish, consisting crustacean and mollusks. The
crustacean consist of crab, lobster, crayfish and shrimp, while the mollusks comprises
subgroups of bivalves such as oyster, mussel, and scallop, univalve creatures which
include snail, conch and abalone,

and cephalopods comprising cuttlefish, octopus and

squid. By extension, seafood refers to all edible forms of aquatic life either from marine or
fresh water habitat. Seafood comprises all flora and fauna found in aquatic habitat, the
prominent one being fish and shellfish.
Seafood comprises of other animals and plants such as seaweed and sea cucumber.
Seafood can also be in form of manufactured or processed foods usually frozen or canned.
They include precooked, battered, breaded, and frozen fillets, shrimps, fish sticks, canned
tuna, sardines and salmon. Moreover, fish are often pickled, salted, smoked or dried (Potter
and Hotchkiss, 2007).
Seafood is an excellent substrate for the survival of microorganisms

in aquatic

environments. This is because of the soft texture of their flesh and similar living habits
with these microbes in the same ecological habitat, obviously these bacteria become part of
microflora of seafood. Consequently, inappropriate packaging, shipment and preservation
of the seafood harvested from contaminated aquatic environments give room for these
pathogens to multiply rapidly and cause life threatening foodborne illnesses to people who
consume this contaminated seafood (Colakoglu et al., 2006).

Seafood harvested from

tropical and subtropical or from temperate regions usually accommodates significant doses
of V. parahaemolyticus. Routine analysis for V. parahaemolyticus indicates the presence of
both pathogenic and enteropathogenic strains.

1.2.1 Proximate composition and nutrition of seafood
Seafood serves as an important source of proteins and other nutrients in the diets of many
people and it is adding to food security of the growing world population. Proper attention
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in post-harvest handling, processing • and transportation of seafood are the cornerstone of
ensuring better quality and safety. Maintaining the nutritional value of the seafood,
preserving the benefits of its rich composition and avoiding costly and debilitating effect of
seafood-borne illnesses could not be overemphasized (FAO, 2015). Significant number of
people throughout the globe depend on seafood as a primary source of valuable nutrients
particularly protein, poly unsaturated fatty acids (PUF As), vitamins and minerals (Francis
et al., 2012). Virtually, the nutritional value of seafood, fish in particular, led to its
worldwide acceptance and excessive consumption. The low fat nature of some seafood and
the availability of essential fatty acids in some fishes which are vital in tackling the risks of
coronary heart problems, have increased the public awareness of dietary and health
significance of seafood consumption (Amusan et al., 2010).
The chemical composition and nutritional attributes of a healthy fish of a given species
vary considerably with respect to the season of the year and maturity index (Potter and
Hotchkiss, 2007), and artificial diet of aquacultured fish (Onwuka, 2014). For instance, the
fat content in muscle of herring may vary from about 8% to 20% depending on the period
of the year and availability of food. The average compositions of most fish are: 18-35%
total solids, 14-20% protein, 0.2-20% fat, meanwhile

1.0-1.8% is ash (Potter and

Hotchkiss, 2007).
Nutritionally, finfish provide high quality protein compared to some categories of shellfish
especially mollusks, partly due to their high water content (Onwuka, 2014).
Proteins of finfish are highly digestible and are as good as red meat proteins in terms of
essential amino acids. Accordingly, the most essential role of finfish in the diet is the
provision of high quality proteins (Potter and Hotchkiss, 2007). In another statement,
Onwuka (2014) highlighted that fish proteins are basically similar to other animals'
proteins,

meaning

they

contain

sarcoplasmic

proteins

( containing

enzymes

and

myoglobin), myofibrillar or contractile proteins (such as chitin and myosin) and the
connective tissue proteins (i.e. collagen).
The fats present in fish are easily digestible and mostly liquid at room temperature because
they contain fewer amounts of saturated fatty acids. Seafood oil contains the omega-3polyunsaturated fatty acids, eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA)
which have been reportedly vital in preventing many diseases including coronary disease
in humans (Onwuka, 2014).
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Seafood is a good source of important micronutrients (required in small amounts) like
vitamins and minerals. The fat offish is an excellent source of the fat-soluble vitamins; A,
D, E and K and B-vitamins (thiamine, riboflavin and niacin). This is the rationale behind
giving cod liver oil to small children (Potter and Hotchkiss, 2007; Onwuka, 2014).
Seafood is an excellent source of essential mineral elements particularly Iodine (Potter and
Hotchkiss, 2007). Other minerals include Iron, Magnesium, Calcium and Phosphorus
(Onwuka, 2014).

1.2.2 Seafood and foodborne pathogens
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (1994) declared that fish
provides about 60% of the world's supply of protein and that 60% of the developing world
gains more than 30% of their protein from fish annually (Amusan et al., 2010).
Seafood is one of the most rapid growing sources of food. Since ancient times, seafood
played a significant role in the diet and served as main supply of animal protein worldwide
(Amusan et al., 2010). Significant number of people throughout the globe depend on
seafood as a primary source of valuable nutrients particularly protein, poly unsaturated
fatty acids (PUFAs), vitamins and minerals (Francis et al., 2012). Virtually, the nutritional
value of seafood, fish in particular, led to its worldwide acceptance and excessive
consumption. The low fat nature of some seafood and the availability of essential fatty
acids in some fishes which are vital in tackling the risks of coronary heart problems, have
increased the public awareness of dietary and health significance of seafood consumption
(Amusan et al., 2010).
With increased seafood consumption; foodbome illnesses associated with seafood is also
increasing. Seafood is being responsible for significant figures of foodbome diseases
throughout the globe (Francis et al., 2012).
According to Dannenberg (2005) raw fish has become the most vulnerable of all food to
microbial spoilage as microbes such as bacteria, fungi and viruses are commonly
associated with fresh fish as such may pose dangers to public health. Raw clams and
oysters are known to cause infectious diseases such as hepatitis and gastroenteritis (Potter
and Hotchkiss, 2007).
It is very unfortunate that nearly almost all marine environments have been polluted with
biological and chemical pollutants as a result of human activities. Therefore, it is obvious
that seafood harvested from marine or aquatic environments contain some pathogenic
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microorganism. Consumption of seafood that has been infected with microbes can result in
respiratory irritation in man (Potter and Hotchkiss, 2007).
More widely, the World Health Organization (WHO) stated that raw or undercooked
seafood provides good medium for several prevalence of food-borne diseases (WHO,
2002).
The possibility of contamination of raw foods by dangerous microorganisms is equally
applicable to seafood when compared to any other food possibly due to their soft texture.
Effects. of processing, preservation factors and storage conditions affect the frequency or
level of contamination (Huss, 2003).
Vibrios and other pathogenic microorganisms may accumulate in molluscan bivalves
through filter feeding in the aquatic environments. Moreover, molluscan bivalves are
usually developed and harvested in shallow and near-shore estuarine habitat, so, they are
susceptible to contain large number of pathogens including Vibrios. They create a
substantial health risk to the consumers (Gram and Huss, 2000).

1.2.3 Prevalence, occurrence and distribution of V. parahaemolyticus in seafood
Naturally, V. parahaemolyticus occurs in aquatic environments and seafood harvested from
such environments. However, the occurrence of V. parahaemolyticus in seafood depends
on several factors including; the type of aquatic environment, seasonal temperature, degree
of contamination of the surrounding water and type or species of seafood. A number of
studies from various regions around the world justified the variations in occurrence,
prevalence and distribution of the total and pathogenic V. parahaemolyticus in seafood.
Generally, shellfish (fig. 1.2) contain high number of V. parahaemolyticus than finfish
(Jones et al., 2014; Odeyemi, 2016). Moreover, even among shellfish, oysters have the
highest number of occurrence of V. parahaemolyticus (Odeyemi, 2016).
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Figure 1.1: Occurrence, prevalence and distribution of V parahaemolyticus in seafood
1.2.4 Microbiological criteria of seafood
"A microbiological

criterion (MC) has been define by the Codex Alimentarius

Commission as a risk management metric which indicates the acceptability of a food, or
the performance of either a process, or a food safety control system following the outcome
of sampling and testing for microorganisms, their toxins/metabolites or markers associated
with pathogenicity or other traits at a specified point of the food chain" (CAC, 1997).
Seafood must comply with microbiological criteria (MC) that are relevance to seafood in
order to meet public health interest. MC are prepared to determine the effectiveness of
Good Hygiene Practices and Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP).
MC are usually established based on international agreed principles as in Codex
Alimentarius. MC are established standards used in assessing the safety and quality of
foods. The Commission Regulation (EC) No. 2073/2005 on microbiological criteria for
foodstuffs maintained that developing reliable methods for detecting potentially pathogenic
V parahaemolyticus is prerequisite for establishing effective microbiological criteria of
seafood which will subsequently help to implement good sanitary plan.
Additionally, because of its widespread distribution in marine environments, short
generation and fast replication times and low infectious doses of the pathogenic strains of
V parahaemolyticus

in humans (Kaysner & DePaola, 2000), intensive and continuous

monitoring and evaluation are highly needed in order to assess the potential health risk
arising from seafood consumption.
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1.3 Fish
Fish or finfish have been described as aquatic vertebrates, ectothermic in nature (having
streamlined body), covered with scales, with two sets of paired fins and several unpaired
fins (Onwuka, 2014). More generally, the term "fish" is used to described any non-tetrapod
chordate (animal with backbone), with respiratory gills and limbs in form of fins (Nelson,
2006).
In TRNC, like other Mediterranean countries, the most important finfish consumed are Sea
bream (Sparus aurata L.) and European Sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax). According to a
report released by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
Mediterranean seafood production has been increased in the previous decades as a result of
large production of Sea bream and Sea bass (FAO, 2011 ).

1.3.1 Sea bream (Sparus aurata L.)
Sea bream (Sparus aurata L.) also known as gilthead sea bream (Cipura in Turkish) is a
protandrous fish species, hermaphrodite in nature which is commonly found in the
Mediterranean Sea, the coasts of Atlantic Sea and rarely in the Black Sea (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Gilthead Sea bream (Sparus aurata L.)
(http:// ec. europa. eu/fisheries/marine _species/farmed_ fish_)

Due to euryhaline and eurythermal nature of this species, it is usually farmed in an
extensive system in coastal lagoons and ponds, until 1980s when intensive farming
systems were developed. Around 1981-82, genetic modification was successfully carried
out leading to massive production. This fish species added largely to aquaculture
production in the Mediterranean region due its high adaptability to intensive farming
conditions which is capable of attaining high market value in just 18-24 months after
hatching.
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The production capacity of>§¢a.~ream farming industry is increasing in the last few
decades like that of salmon.farming industry. In 2014, the world aquaculture production of
gilthead Sea bream is about 158,389 tonnes and in the EU, it is one of the three main
farmed fish species after rainbow trout (Onchorynchus mykiss) and Atlantic salmon
(Salmon salar) (FAO, 2014b).
Mediterranean countries are the major producers, Greece being the largest producer, with
production capacity of (51.50%), seconded by Turkey (15.00%) and Spain (14.60%).
Additionally, considerable production occurs in Cyprus, and other neighboring countries
along the coast of Mediterranean Sea.
However, infections caused by pathogenic bacteria associated with seafood result in huge
economic

loss to the

parahaemolyticus

aquaculture

industries

(Balebona

et al.,

1998), and

V

is among the pathogenic bacteria of public health interest that is

frequently isolated from Sea bream (Kusuda et al., 1979; Li et al., 1999; Zorilla et al.,
2003; Yildiz and Visick, 2009; Austin, 2010; Li et al., 2013).
It is therefore imperative to investigate this fish species for the occurrence of V
parahaemolyticus in order to meet local and international trade requirements.

1.3.2 European Sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax)
European Sea bass tDicentrarchus labrax) ( Turkish name 'Levrek')

is a marine fish

species from Moronidae family. It is found mostly in and around Mediterranean regions up
to Northeastern Atlantic Ocean (through Norway to Senegal), and also in the Black Sea
coasts. European Sea bass is abundantly distributed in coastal waters, lagoons, estuaries
and rivers.

Figure 1.3: European Sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax)
(http://www.fishbase.org/summary/63)

European Sea bass was named Dicentrarchus because of the presence of two dorsal fins
(Figure 1.3). Morphologically, it possesses silver sides and white belly, sterrated and
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spinned operculum, can beas long as lm in length and 15kg in weight ( Froese et al.,
2006).
The European Sea bass were traditionally farmed in coastal lagoons and tidal reservoirs
before the need to develop mass-production of juveniles started in the 1960s. It was during
this time, France and Italy developed reliable mass-production techniques for this fish
species and by the late 1970s, these techniques reached most of the Mediterranean
countries. The European Sea bass became the first cultured non-salmonid species in
Europe and it is widely cultured in most Mediterranean regions, with Greece, Turkey,
Italy, and Spain as major producers' followed by Croatia and Egypt, and considerable
productions in other Mediterranean countries (FAO, 2016b ).

Figure 1.4: Main producer countries of Dicentrarchus labrax
(FAO Fishery Statistics 2006)

1.4 Historical Background and Classification of Vibrios
The microorganisms of genus Vibrio derived their names from Italian scientist Filippo
Pacini (1854) who first isolated them in clinical specimens from cholera patients in
Florence, Italy. However, his findings were not widely considered due to the prevalence of
non-pathogenic Vibrios in the environment (Adams and Moss, 2000). Eventually, Robert
Koch (1843-1910) established the cause and effect relationship between V. cholerae and
outbreak of cholera (Adams and Moss, 2000).
Another historic backup for the occurrence of vibrios is the isolation and identification of
V. cholerae biotypes by Gotschlich in 1906 at the El Tor quarantine station for pilgrims in
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the city of Sinai, Egypt. Thissiszresponsible

for the seventh pandemic of V cholerae

throughout the world (Adams and Moss, 2000).
Vibrios and other members of the same family (Vibrionaceae) Aeromonas, Campylobacter,
Helicobacter, and Plesiomonas species are gram-negative rods that are widely found in
nature. The vibrios are dominantly found in marine and surface waters (Jawetz et al.,
1995). Their cellular arrangements may be linked end to end producing S shapes and
spirals. They used single polar-flagellum for movements, classified as oxidase-positive,
non-spore-formers and withstand both aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Nafees et al.,
2010). They are also known to metabolize through fermentation (Michael and John, 2006).
Mckane and Kandel (1996) described Vibrios as comma-shaped bacilli that are responsible
for the frequent and deadly epidemics of gastrointestinal diseases all over the world
especially in developing countries.
Different species of vibrio (Table 1.1) ( see Appendix 1) have been named as agent of
diseases, causing different health irregularities such as cholera, gastrointestinal problems,
wound and ear infections and septicemia. In Japan, about 50- 70% of the first foodbome
gastroenteritis outbreak has been linked to enteropathogenic V parahaemolyticus.

V

.fluvialis has been randomly isolated from various cases of diarrhea especially in warm
countries. V vulnificus causes severe extra-intestinal infections such as septicemia often
without diarrhoea. This normally occurs on disease-suffering individuals who ate seafood,
particularly shellfish (Adams and Moss, 2000).
All vibrios species, with exception of V cholerae and V mimicus require sodium chloride
(NaCl)

media

for their

growth

(Drake

et al., 2007). The optimal

growth

of

enteropathogenic Vibrios is around 3 7°C and the general temperature range is between 5430C. Despite, approximately

10°C is considered minimum in natural habitats. In

favorable conditions Vibrios can multiply rapidly in generation times of as little as 1 lmin
and 9min

for Vibrio parahaemolyticus and other non-pathogenic marine Vibrios such as

V natringens respectively (Adams and Moss, 2000). The minimum aw, for growth of V
parahaemolyticus varies between 0.937 and 0.986 depending on the solute used.
There are about sixty five (65) species in the genus vibrio; fortunately, twelve (12) are
regarded as disease-causing to humans (Nair et al., 2006). These include V cholerae, V
mimicus,

V parahaemolyticus,

V alginolyticus,

V cincinnatiensis,

V hollisae,

V

vulnificus, V furnissii, V fluvialis, V damsela, V metshnikovii, and V carchariae (Drake
et al., 2007). However, eight (8) species are usually observed in food (Oliver and Kaper,
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2007). Some Vibrio species: and their associated infections are given in Table 1.1 (see
Appendix 1).
Nonetheless, among all the extant species of the genus Vibrio, only three species including
V. cholerae, and other two non-cholera Vibrios (V. parahaemolyticus, and V. vulnificusi
are the most significant and responsible for epidemic associated with food (DePaola et al.,

Factors affecting growth and biogenesis of Vibrios
factors influence the growth and biogenesis of Vibrios either singly or in
1..,uuiumaL1uu.

I.

Among these factors include:

Temperature: Water temperature can greatly influence the availability of Vibrios in
seafood. Vibrios can grow rapidly between 20 and 40°C. Optimum temperature
(3 7°C) can increase the rate of growth and generation times of 9 to 10 minutes have
been found (ICMFS, 1996a). The minimum and maximum growth temperatures of
these organisms range from 5°C to 43°C respectively (Adams and Moss, 2000). All
Vibrios are heat-sensitive. In seafood especially shellfish, heating to internal
temperature of at least 60°C for some minutes is sufficient to destroy the
pathogenic vibrios (Dalsgaard et al., 2001). Lower temperatures can critically
control or prevent the growth of Vibrios. It is well documented that V.
parahaemolyticus is positively correlated with increased in temperature (Mudoh et
al., 2014). Accordingly, one study indicated that V. parahaemolyticus can survive
at higher temperatures of between

15 to 44 °C and died at -20 to 10°C

(Boonyawantang et al., 2012).
II.

Effect of pH and other factors: All Vibrios can survive in acidic condition, yet
grow best at pH values slightly above neutrality, i.e. 7.5 to 8.5. They can also
survive in drying condition. More strongly, V. parahaemolyticus has an absolute
Na+ ion requirement and grows optimally at about 2 to 4% NaCl. Freshwater
incapacitates this organism (Adams and Moss, 2000).

1.5 Control of Vibrios in Seafood
As already been discussed in the literature, seafood support the economies of various
countries besides its role in nutrition. Despite, seafood may contain a number of
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pathogenic microorganisms either.from aquatic environment such as Vibrios, Aeromonas
or from the general environmentafter catch such as C. botulinum and L. monocytogenes.
The environments where seafood lived also determined the type of pathogenic bacteria
they contain and the hazards encountered. The pathogenic bacteria can be found on both
live and raw fish material. Some of the common pathogenic bacteria associated with
seafood include Vibrio spp., Aeromonas, and Clostridium botulinum type E (naturally
found in aquatic environment)
perfringens

and Salmonella

spp., Listeria monocytogenes,

C.

and C. botulinum type A and B (present in the general environment).

Although, the occurrence of later organisms does not draw much attention since they occur
in numbers insignificant to cause disease, but accumulation of large numbers of Vibrio spp.
in filter-feeding mollusks poses public concern especially when they are consumed in raw
form (Huss, et al 2000). The Minimum Infective Dose (MID) of these pathogenic bacteria
is almost (> 105-106 cells) (Twedt, 1989).
Vibrios are among the inherent pathogens in seafood causing many outbreaks, a lot of
control measures should be put in place to eliminate or reduce these pathogens from
seafood. (Huss, et al 2000) suggested that monitoring seafood raw material on-board
fishing containers should be included in seafood safety preventive control programs.
In general, control of pathogenic microorganisms in seafood varied across the types of
seafood, shellfish accommodate more pathogens than finfish. Among the shellfish
molluscan bivalve are the major concern, for example the European Union Regulations
have established guidelines with respect to control of live bivalve mollusks. This is based
on classifying growing waters and examining the faecal contamination, test for Salmonella
and toxic algae in the final product. Nonetheless, there is still doubt on the effectiveness of
controlling indigenous pathogenic bacteria in raw or lightly steamed seafood (EU
Regulation, 1991 as cited in Huss, 1997).
Nowadays, various emerging technologies can be used to reduce, suppress, or destroy
pathogenic vibrios in seafood without changing the organoleptic and sensory properties of
the product. Technologies like high pressure preservation, preservation with natural
compounds of plant origin, phage lysis and irradiation were found effective in controlling
pathogenic vibrios in seafood (Ronholm et al., 2016).
It is well documented that Vibrios spp. are sensitive to irradiation. Many irradiation
processes can destroy Vibrios and prevent decontamination of seafood. Because of their
sensitivity to radiation, 1 kGydose may destroy them in raw seafood (IAEA, 2001).
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A number of studies reportedthat..ionizing radiation can effectively decontaminate fish and
seafood from life-threatening.pathogens. Doses of 1.0-2.0 kGy can completely eliminate V.
parahaemolyticus

from seafood. without damaging the products (Matches and Liston,

1971; Molins et al., 2001).
The response of V parahaemolyticus to ionizing radiation was examined in alkaline
phosphate saline and frozen shrimp homogenate. The D10 values were found to be 0.03 to
0.05 kGy and 0.04 to 0.06 kGy respectively. The study indicated that 0.90 kGy would be
enough to decontaminate the frozen shrimp from all pathogenic bacteria without changing
the nutritional quality and sensory attributes (Bandekar et al., 1987). The D1o value of V
parahaemolyticus was further reaffirmed by Ito and others (1989) to be 0.03 kGy in NaCl+
0.067 M phosph~te buffer, while the equivalent value in raw and cooked shrimp was 0.38
kGy.
Other studies conducted by Rashid et al (1992) and Ito et al (1993) reported that 3.0 kGy
and

3.50

kGy

doses

monocytogenes/Salmonella

can reduce

the

numbers

of

Vibrionaceae

spp. respectively from frozen shrimp.

and Listeria

V cholerae and V

vulnificus can be completely eliminated from crabmeat at doses of 1.0 kGy and 0.35 kGy
respectively (Grodner and Hinton, 1986 and Grodner and Watson, 1990).
Additionally, from farm to fork, the control of Vibrios and other pathogenic bacteria
associated with seafood can be achieved by effective and efficient adoption of Good
Aquaculture Practices (GAPs), Good Manufacturing

Practices (GMPs) and Hazard

Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) food safety programmes.
Recently, food industry, organization of producers, governments and Non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) have collectively developed GAP codes, standards and regulations
aimed at codify agricultural practices at farm level. The objectives include realization of
trade and regulatory requirements (food safety and quality), capturing new market
demands, improving natural resources utilization and many more (FAO, 2008).
In Turkey, Fisheries Regulation No 22223 is concerned with legislation pertaining food
safety issues in fisheries and aquaculture. It entails procurement of operating licenses by
the firm, sanitary requirements of facilities, technical requirements for the processing of
fresh seafood, frozen fishery products and processed seafood products and characteristics
of fresh seafood intended for human consumption (PAO/Turkey, 2016).
While HACCP-based safety programmes are routinely implemented in the manufacture of
seafood products, the practice of such programmes at farm levels is at an early stage.
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Although, not only seafood sector and few animal husbandry sectors were lag behind in
terms of efficient implementation o.f HACCP-based food safety programmes at farm levels,
judiciously attributed to inadequate scientific data pertaining the quality of on-farm control
of pathogenic microorganisms (FAO, 1998). The introduction of HACCP-based food
safety programmes from farm levels to point of consumption might reduce the risk of
pathogenic Vibrios.
Moreover, indigenous bacteria can be controlled by the application of probiotic technology
particularly in aquaculture production system. Selected bacterial species can be introduced
to change the microbial composition of the growing waters. Probiotic strains of Bacillus
species could be added into water bodies to displace pathogenic Vibrios (David, 1999).
Eradicating these bacteria from seafood is somehow not possible, though strategies could
be developed in favor of the growth of some and inhibits others through optimizing the
presence of probiotics and other potential vectors. Additionally, tools that may reduce the
number of Vibrios at any stages of seafood production could be useful in reducing the
occurrence of these pathogens in seafood.
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CHAPTER2
THEORETICAL

FRAMEWORK

2.1 Significance of Microbiological Investigations
Investigation of microbial pathogens in food is recognised as one of the most important
control measures in the prevention of foodborne diseases (Velusamy et al., 2010).
Estimation of bacterial populations in foods is vital in assessing the presumptive microbial
safety of foods. This involves sampling, microbial examinations and evaluation of results.
Microbiological

analysis constitutes essential part of food safety programme. It

irreplaceable during compliance testing for defined microbiological

is

criteria and m

assessing management oommitments for overall quality. Microbiological analyses have
various roles to play including monitoring of food production processes, verification and
validation of HACCP systems and establishing guidelines and policies for domestic and
international trade (FAO, 2005; FSSAI, 2012), and also in settling dispute among food
production firms, regulatory bodies and consumers (Jarvis et al., 2007).
The quantities and species of microorganisms present in foods signify adherence to good
hygiene and safety practices (Jarvis et al., 2007). This depends on the commitments of the
authorities concern along the food chain (Jasson et al., 2010). Qualitative analysis is
usually performed for the detection of pathogenic Vibrios (Denovan and N etten, 1995).
Although, quantitative analysis can also be performed rarely (Kaysner et al., 1989; Cook et
al., 2002; Su and Liu, 2007; Blanco-Abad et al., 2009). Moreover, European Commission
Regulation acknowledged that epidemiological studies should be performed based on
standard culture techniques for isolating pathogens in foods (EC 2073/2005).
Seafood (fish and shellfish), like other animals accommodate various types and number of
pathogenic microorganisms, and the quantities differ in various parts of the body. In fish,
gills and intestines are the resting place of pathogenic Vibrios (Cahill, 1990). Fish used
gills for the movement of water in and out of their bodies, as a result; gills accommodate
large quantities of foreign matters including bacteria. When the conditions are favorable
for these bacteria, they grow and inhabit gills (Horsley, 1973).
The inner parts of live fish do not support bacterial growth due to the role of body immune
system. However, when the fish die, the bodies remain inactive in which the pathogenic
and spoilage bacteria gain entry and multiply easily (Huss et al., 2003). When the fish die,
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of the skin can penetrate into the inner parts
seafood contain certain doses of pathogenic
bacteria and the

pa.,uvl",vm,

factors such as geographica]

is influenced by a number of extrinsic

of storage, and temperature fluctuations in the

Shellfish employed filter feednig mechanism to obtain food and water necessary for their
survival,

and in this

mechanism

they

accumulate

pathogenic

bacteria

like

V

parahaemolyticus to doses even higher than those obtained from the surrounding water
(Yeung and Boor, 2004).

2.2 Vibrio parahaemolyticus
V parahaemolyticus (Figure 2.2) is a human enteropathogenic, sucrose non-fermenting,
facultative and halophilic bacterium that is widely distributed in both marine and estuarine
habitats, and in seafood harvested from aquatic environments worldwide (Odeyemi, 2016).
This marine-based enteropathogenic bacterium is responsible for the majority of seafoodborne bacterial illnesses leading to gastrointestinal problems (Su and Liu, 2007). The
bacterium can be characterized by its high genetic diversity which, sometimes made the
strain relatedness and epidemiological isolation complicated (Ludeke et al., 2015). This is
solely due to high rate of genetic transformation

(Gonzalez-Escalona et al., 2008).

Pertaining research and epidemiological studies, V parahaemolyticus are the most widely
observed among cholera and non-cholera Vibrios in the United States (Levine and Patricia,
1993), and isolates are often characterized for their unique virulence genes, ribotypes,
serotypes and response to Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis (Broberg et al., 2011; Jones et
al., 2012; Banerjee et al., 2014 and Xu et al., 2015).
V parahaemolyticus is generally less withstanding at higher temperatures, so also its
numbers decline slowly at chill temperatures below its growth minimum and under frozen
conditions a 2-log reduction has been observed after 8 days at - 18 °C (Adams and Moss,
2000).
V parahaemolyticus is largely found in coastal inshore waters rather than the open sea. It
is infrequently isolated from water with temperatures below l 5°C (Adams and Moss, 2000
and ICMSF, 1996b).
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Figure 2.1: Images of V. parahaemolyticus
(https://kswfoodworld.wordpress.com)

Various studies revealed different D-values for V. parahaemolyticus, for example in a
study with clam slurry, the D49 of V. parahaemolyticus is 0.7 min whilst it is 5 min in
peptone

water

(3%NaCI)

at 60°C with

4-5 log reductions.

Pre-growth

of V.

parahaemolyticus in salt media enables the organism to increase heat resistance (Adams
and Moss, 2000).
In terms of pH conditions, V. parahaemolyticus grows best at pH range slightly above
neutral point (7.5-8.5). This unique property of V. parahaemolyticus is used as the basis
for their isolation, although some growth has been detected at 4.5-5.0 (Adams and Moss,
2000). Table 2.1

contains

the characteristics

for the growth/survival

of Vibrio

parahaemolyticus (Appendix 2).

2.2.1 Classification of V. parahaemolyticus strains
Iniatially, V. parahaemolyticus starains has been classified based on antigens present in
their cells (serotype) (Drake et al., 2007). Presently, more than 20 serovariants were
available, these include; 03:K6, 04:K68, Ol:K25

and 01:KUT (Nair et al., 2007).

However, the present-day classifications focused on the presence of specific genes, and
such particular genes determined the pathogenicity of V. parahaemolyticus.
Thus, for general species characterization, thermo labile hemolysin (tlh) can be applied.
The presence of thermostable direct hemolysin (tdh) and/or TOH-related hemolysin (trh)
genes in V. parahaemolyticus strains signifies that particular strain is pathogenic (Drake et
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al., 2007). These genes (tdh and/or trh) and their relationship to pathogenicity are
summarised in subsection below;

2.2.2 Pathogenicity of V. parahaemolyticus
Pathogenicity of V. parahaemolyticus depends on their hemolytic reaction on Wagatsuma
agar, usually referred to as Kanagawa Phenomenon (KP). As a result, Kanagawa
Phenomenon is used as a scientific frame for measuring the pathogenicity of V.
parahaemolyticus (Honda and Iida, 1993). In fact majority of the virulence factors are seen
to take part in the pathogenicity of V. parahaemolyticus. Among the virulence factors that
are susceptible to cause disease include those associated with beta-hemolysis, various
enzymes and the product of the tdh, trh and ure genes (Drake et al., 2007).
Nonetheless, some strains of V. parahaemolyticus

are not pathogenic. Most often the

clinical isolates are KP-positive (produce either TDH or TRH genes) meanwhile very little
(1 % to 2%) of the environmental isolates are KP-positive (Sakazaki et al., 1968; Miyamoto
et al., 1969; Nashibuchi and Kaper, 1995).
Eventually, it was discovered that the thermostable direct hemolysin (TDH) protein is
related to Kanagawa Phenomenon (KP) (Nashibuchi and Kaper, 1995), and it was named
TDH because it withstand high temperature (100°C for 10 min) and because addition of
lecithin does not affect its activity on erythrocytes (Sakurai et al., 1973; Nashibuchi and
Kaper, 1995).
The first cloning of the TDH protein encoded gene from V. parahaemolyticus WP 1, was
conducted by Kaper and colleguages (1984) which was designated as tdhl. They
subsequently applied the probes derived from this gene to detect tdh genes in other V.
parahaemolyticus strains.
The following years Hida and Yamamota (1990) observed that V. parahaemolyticus strain
WP 1 contained another different tdh gene, so named tdh2. This was suppoted by a survey
conducted by Nashibuchi and Kaper (1990) suggesting that all KP-positive (the clinical
isolates) of V. parahaemolyticus

possess 2 tdh genes while others (clinical and

environmental isolates) that show weak response on wagatsuma agar (KP-intermediate)
have only 1 tdh gene. By looking at the KP-negetive strains (mostly environmental
isolates), it was discovered that only 16% contained 1 copy of the tdh gene, others are
believed to have no tdh gene implying that TDH protein cannot be produce by KP-negetive
strains (Nashibuchi et al 1985; Nashibuchi and Kaper, 1995).
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Oftenly, some strains ofoth.ei.)(ibrios

including V. cholerae non-Ol , V. hollisae and V.

mimicus are said to containeclthetdh gene (N ashibuchi and Kaper, 1995).
Irrespective of the role play by Kanagawa factor and TDH protein in V. parahaemolyticus
infections, some outbreaks of gastroenteritis have been linked to KP-negetive strains of V.
parahaemolyticus.

For instance, Honda and colleagues (1987, 1988) showed that KP-

negetive produced similar but somehow different type of TDH protein so-called TDHrelated hemolysin (TRH) which was initially observed in 03 :K6.
Additionally, TRH which is usually associated with environmental isolates was found to
have adverse effects in the tested mouse (Sarkar et al., 1987). There is almost 69%
similarity which shows that trh genes resemble the tdh genes in the nucleotide sequence
indicating that they are from the same ancestor (Honda et al., 1987; Nashibuchi et al.,
1989).
Furthermore, there is strong evidence indicating various forms of trh gene among some
vibrios that vary in their nucleotide sequence and hemolytic activity and they equally share
common ancestor (Kishishita et al., 1992).
It is well documented that both the tdh and trh genes are present in some clinical isolates,
meanwhile most of the environmental isolates do not have the tdh and trh genes (Xu et al.,
1994).
More recently, the CDC noted that many cases of V. parahaemolyticus infection are due to
V. parahaemolyticus strains lacking any of the tdh and/or trh genes (Yu et al., 2006).
Studies indicated that adhesiveness plays a significant role in V. parahaemolyticus
pathogenicity. For example, Hackney and colleagues (1980) revealed that all the tested
clinical and environmental strains of V. parahaemolyticus were capable of adhering to HFI
(human fetal intestinal) cells, although there is variability in the degree of adherence.
Regardless of their Kanagawa reaction, V. parahaemolyticus strains isolated from patients
were found to have high adherence capacity compared to Kanagawa-negetive strains
isolated from seafood which exhibited weak adherence. Accordingly, it was noted that the
ability of V. parahaemolyticus clinical isolates to adhere to human intestinal mucosa is a
function of hemagglutinin levels in human or erythrocytes in guinea pig (Yamamoto and
Yakota, 1989).
Several enzymes were foundto contribute to pathogenicity of V. parahaemolyticus. For
instance, Baffone and colleagues (2001) tested various enzymatic (gelatinase, lipase and
hemolysin),

biological

(cytotoxicity,

enterotoxicity
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and

adhesiveness)

and

enteropathogenic activities of V.. parahaemolyticus isolated from seawater. They concluded
that all the strains had gelatinase <1ndlipase activity. They also revealed that 80% and 90%
had adhesive and cytotoxicityactivities respectively.
For the previous few decades, urea hydrolysis has been used as a basis to measure the
pathogenicity of V. parahaemolyticus strains. Findings from Abbot and others (1989) was
the basis of this phenomenon. Briefly, it was found that urease-positive phenotype is linked
to V. parahaemolyticus of 04:K12 serotype. Accordingly, Kaysner and others (1994) noted
that tdh-positive

isolates ( clinical and environmental)

were also urease-positive,

correspondingly, Osawa and coworkers (1996) found that all clinical and environmental
strains with trh gene were urease-positive,
Similarly,

Iida

and

coworkers

(1997)

reported

that

urease

production

in

V.

parahaemolyticus was due to the presence of ure gene and as such ure and trh genes are
related genetically as shown by restriction endonuclease digestion. Subsequent research by
Lida and colleagues (1998) highlighted that there is close proximity among tdh, trh and ure
genes on the chromosome of potentially pathogenic V. parahaemolyticus.
It was reported that consumption of raw or undercooked seafood that has been
contaminated ( at 10 7 -108 CFU) of this organism may cause acute gastroenteritis with
subsequent clinical manifestations such headaches, diarrhoea, vomiting, nausea, abdominal
cramps and sometimes low fever (Yeung and Boor, 2004).

2.2.3 Maximum infective dose
V. parahaemolyticus is among most widely known non-cholera Vibrios implicated in food
poisoning in the world. F AO recommended that organism of V. parahaemolyticus should
be more 106 CFU/g to cause disease (FAO, 2002b). Hence, seafood containing 107-108
CFU/g can cause severe gastroenteritis with diarrhoea, abdominal cramps, nausea,
vomiting, headaches and sometimes fever. Accordingly, the number of virulence factors
and dose of V. parahaemolyticus determined the possibility of occurrence and intensity of
gastroenteritis (Zhang and Austin, 2005).
Additionally, V. parahaemolyticus can cause wound infection to individuals exposed to
polluted waters. Although, the number of this organism which can cause disease is high
enough (107-108 CFU), its short generation time (less than 20min) enables it to increase
rapidly at ambient temperatures thereby forming maximum infective dose within short
intervals (FAO, 2002a).
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2.3 Seafood Sampling and.Sample Processing
Sampling is the cornerstone of any analysis. In microbiological investigations, the
adequacy and condition of the sample are of paramount importance. Accordingly, the
laboratory results will be valueless if samples are not systematically collected or could not
represent the sampled lot.
Establishing

sampling

procedures

must

be uniformly

applied to allow

general

interpretations on a large group of foods based on relatively small sample from the lot.
Sampling procedures should be designed in a logical and coherent manner to provide the
basis for valid results for the sample lot and/or the consignment (FDA/BAM, 2003).
Samples should be taken independently and randomly. A number of factors should be
considered in designing a good sampling plan; these include nature of the food, production
processes, storage conditions, associated risks, targeted consumers and practical limitations
(CFS, 2014). A comprehensive sampling plan should consider the following subjects:
1. The microbe or group of microbes in question.
2. Number of samples to be taken (n).
3. Method( s) of investigation.
4. Microbiological limit(s), c, m and M. Refer to Table 2.2 for more information (see
Appendix 3).
•

Acceptable (:Sm).

•

Marginally acceptable(> m and :SM).

•

Unacceptable(> M).

5. Number of samples which fall into each category of microbiological limit (i.e
acceptable, marginally acceptable or unacceptable) (CFS, 2014).
To allow or ensure transparency and confidence in the sample collection, the food business
operator should be involved. Information and rights of all the parties concern in ensuring
food safety (food analysist, food business operator and food standards Authority) should be
included in the final report (FSSI, 2012). Sampling can be done for many purposes; these
include monitoring, surveying and checking the compliance with legislation (Reg. EC No
2073/2005). Several obligations were set down by regional and international regulatory
authorities for food business operators to ensure that microbiological criteria are met. This
will help establish efficient and effective traceability systems (EC 2073/2005; CAC/GL,
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2008) and in ensuring the nahlralhabitat

and individuals involved in the food chain are

protected (Denovan and vanNetten, 1995).
Proper sampling, weighing and measurements of reagents and diluents should be correctly
performed. Inefficient sample · homogenization, unnecessary delay during analysis, and
variations in media preparation and formulation, incubation temperature, atmosphere
should be taken care of in order to minimize errors (Jarvis et al., 2007).

2.3.1 Sample size
Sample size is of paramount important as it determine the number of representative
samples to be taken from the lot. ICMSF has recommended five (5) units per lot of fresh
and frozen and cold-smoked finfish for V. parahaemolyticus

investigations (ICMSF,

1986). A "lot" of seafood is a shipment or part of shipment of fresh fish produced and
processed by the same producer in a period of one day. Representative sample is the one in
which the units selected for analysis exhibit all the properties of the lot in an appropriate
manner. Five (5) sample units of finfish (approximately 250g per unit) can be drawn in one
lot size (CFIA, 2013). The procured sample should be carefully divided into three parts
(representative portions), then labelled and sealed as quickly as possible to ensure clear and
easy sample identification. However, if it is not possible to uniformly mix the samples
from the three representative sample containers, then it is advisable to take one for analysis
(FSSI, 2012).

2.3.2 Primary sample
Primary sample refers to the first portion of seafood generated from a lot in the initial stage
of sampling. The primary sample should be drawn from the entire parts of the lot; any
deviation should be taken care of. The samples should be sufficient enough to conduct
laboratory analysis. Relevant procedures and precautions must be followed to keep the
homogeneity and integrity of the samples such that laboratory samples fully represent the
primary sample taken from the lot.

2.3.3 Composite sample preparation
This could be obtained by mixing the primary samples from the lot.
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2.3.4 Laboratory sample.preparation
All containers and equipment will be sterilized thoroughly before they can be used for
sample preparation. The sample should be comminuted homogenously to obtain true
representative analytical portion for liquids or semi-solid, if the sample is solid the
analytical unit can be obtained from different parts within the representative unit (Kiiyukia,
2003). The sample should be measured separately in triplicate (25g each), dissolved,
blended and homogenized in alkaline peptone water.

2.3.5 Final sample
The bulk or bulked sample should appropriately form the final sample ready for analysis.
However, when it is not possible to analyze the bulk or bulked sample, the final sample
may be extracted from it through appropriate 'Reduction Method' (FSSI, 2012).
Sample reduction can be done by dividing the sample into four equal parts ( quartering)
such that each part may represent the initial sample and can therefore be used for microbial
analysis (FAO, 2012).

2.3.6 Sampling equipment
Equipment, materials and containers suitable for keeping the sample condition must be
used when obtaining samples. Cleaning and sterilizing methods that may result in
accumulation of residues on the equipment should be avoided, as it may affect the results.
The sample meant for analysis must be taken in clean, portable and inert container capable
of preventing subsequent damage, leakage or contamination during transportation. The
container should be appropriately sealed, sampling document must be attached and the
sample transported to the laboratory as quickly as possible. In addition, the container
should have temper resistant closures and seals (FSSI, 2012). Some of the approved
materials and apparatus for sampling include plastic bags, clean, hard-sided cooler and Ice
packs, utility knife, hand towels, and hand coverings (CFIA, 2013).

2.3.7 Handling of the sample
Since all seafood samples must accurately meet the bacteriological conditions during
sampling, it is imperative that analysis of samples is carried out in a short time following
samples arrival; otherwise the samples must be stored in suitable temperatures that can
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maintain the original flora without decreasing or increasing the number due to death or
new population generation. This can be done in one of two ways:
1.

Chilling: Samples intended for use in short periods of time may be stored at 0°C
(32°F) by placing the sample containers in melting Ice.

11.

Freezing: This method can be employed for some reasons ( example long distance
from sampling area to laboratory) which may prevent the samples from being
analysed within the possible time frame (say 8hrs). Care has to be taken because
freezing can diminish the original bacterial flora or reduce the viability of the
bacteria in the samples if the samples are stored under protracted conditions
(Bonnell, 1994).

2.3.8 Sample storage
Clean, dry, leak-proof, wide-mouthed, sterile and portable containers can be used for
sample storage. The containers must be clearly labelled with a marked strip of masking
tape or etiquette to avoid confusion. Initial storage conditions of the samples should be
maintained as appropriately as possible to nurture the microbial flora during the course of
transportation. Rapid cooling destroys Vibrios and may results into false negative
outcomes, but ambient temperatures favor the growth of Vibrios in seafood. Vibrios do not
thrive or withstand extreme temperatures (heat and cold); storage of seafood under mild
refrigeration is a best practice that enhances their survival. The procured samples should be
aseptically collected, cooled (7-10°C) and analysed as quickly as possible and also storage
under high temperatures is not encouraged, since Vibrios can grow significantly at ambient
temperatures which may eventually change the initial content of microbial flora of the food
(FDA/BAM, 2003).
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Figure 2.2: Sampling and preparation of analytical samples for the Vibrio
parahaemolyticus investigation in fish

2.4 Conventional Culture Method
Microbiological methods that involved cultivation, isolation and serotyping of microbes
gained more importance and are routinely used due to their effectiveness, sensitivity,
reproducibility, ease of use and low cost (Gracias and McKillip, 2004). Culture method has
been traditionally utilized for detection and enumeration of pathogenic bacteria for the past
decades. The method is based on the growth and isolation of bacteria on selective culture
media followed by standard biochemical tests for serological differentiation of the
individual species (Kong et al., 2002; Amin and Salem, 2012).
Basically, culture method involved growing, isolating, and enumerating microorganisms of
interest, while preventing the growth of unintended microorganisms by using appropriate
culture media (Lopez-Campos et al., 2012). Cultural detection methods are largely used for
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qualitative analyses of pathogenic microbes, usually in 25 g of food sample extracted out of
small or large samples offood(Jasson

et al., 2010).

Most of control laboratories are established under standardized methods, usually developed
by the ISO protocols. These standardized methods are nothing but culture methods that
involve growing, isolating and identifying target pathogens on appropriate culture media
while inhibiting the growth of other indigenous microbial flora in the food. More
interesting characteristics of these methods are the culture media and materials are
abundantly found from a number of suppliers and the techniques are sufficiently described
(Jasson et al., 2010).
Although molecular detection methods are faster, they are often hampered by limitations
such as similarities in inter species 16Sr RNA sequence and occurrence of multiple copies
of 16Sr RNA gene (Shikongo-Nambatorbi et al., 2012). Culture method is the oldest,
standard and remained the most accurate and reliable technique for isolation, detection and
identification of pathogenic microorganisms in foods including Vibrios (Lazcka et al.,

2007; Velusamy et al., 2010).
Vibrios and many other Gram-negative bacteria can be grown under relatively high levels
of bile salts condition. They are among facultative anaerobic microbes that grow best in
high pH conditions. This phenomenon provides clue for their isolation in food samples,
and the culture media used are prepared with compounds that have alkaline properties like
NaCl. Various sort of enrichment media for the cultivation of Vibrios are available. Among
these media, APW perform better and is widely accepted. Chemically, APW is made up of
10g peptone and 10g NaCl mixed in 1000ml distilled water.

The pH level of

approximately 8.5-9 and 3% NaCl (w/v) included in this medium favor the growth of
Vibrio spp. while inhibiting other microbial flora present in the sample (Depaola and
Kaysner, 2004; Letchumanan et al., 2014).
Alkaline peptone water is an enrichment medium chiefly used for the isolation of many
species of Vibrios from food, water and clinical samples. Alkaline peptone water (APW) is
a well nourished and enriched, cultured broth officially approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), for the growth of all Vibrios including V. parahaemolyticus
(Farmer et al., 2003; Depaola and Kaysner, 2004).
Thiosulphate citrate bile-salts

sucrose (TCBS) agar has been strongly recommended for

the enumeration of Vibrio parahaemolyticus (FDA/BAM 2001). It is a selective medium
generally used for plating, propagating and isolating Vibrios from seafood (Elliot et al.,
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1995 as cited in FDA/BAM, 2003; Blanco-Abad et al., 2009). Since its acceptance as a
selective medium for the isolation of Vibrios, TCBS agar has been widely applied on food,
water and clinical samples (Blanco-Abad et al., 2009). Typical composition of TCBS agar
is presented in table 2.2 (FDA/BAM, 2003) (see Appendix 5). The medium acts by
supporting the growth of Vibrios while inhibiting other non-vibrio species (Kobayashi, et
al 1963 as cited in FDA/BAM 2003). It is known for its high selectivity for pathogenic
Vibrios associated with seafood and environmental samples (Lotz et al., 1983). TCBS agar
medium is superior to the newly developed culture media, thiosulphate chloride-iodide
(TCI) for the isolation of Vibrios and it has, therefore been considered as the most effective
selective medium for Vibrio spp. (Morris et al., 1979; Pfeffer and Oliver, 2003).
Although, conventional culture method is often associated with intensive labor and time
consumption, scientists and researchers are continuously improving these methods for
more accurate and reliable recoveries (Hara-kudo et al., 2001; Bisha, et al., 2012).
Additionally, a lot of improvements and automatization have been incorporated into
conventional culture methods (Appendix 4) for the investigation of bacterial pathogens in
foods. These include modifications and automation in sample preparation, plating
techniques and test kits for enumeration and identification (De Boer and Beumer, 1999).
In the past decades, microbial colonies are counted manually without · employi11g
mechanical devices. Automatic colony-counters are now available and frequently/used
with the help of spiral platers, eliminating difficulty, slow and tedious nature of manual
counting (Corry et al., 2007). There has been a progress in reducing inaccuracies from
automatic counters as a result of coalescence of colonies and differences in colony size
(Marotz et al., 2001), because of high percentage of counting errors in replicate manual
counting (Fowler et al., 1978).
The time to detection could be reduced or at least the performance of the method could be
improved by introducing little modifications

to the classical methods. Nowadays,

researchers developed interests towards reducing the time required for the preparation of
enrichment broths by introducing one-step enrichment broths capable of preserving injured
target cells and enabling rapid growth of isolatable numbers (Jasson et al, 2010). Various
one-step enrichment broths are available in the market. Salt polymyxin broth (HyServe,
Germany) is a typical example of one-step enrichment broths for isolation of Vibrios
(Hara-kudo et al., 2001). In order to do away with cumbersome classical confirmation
steps, numerous confirmation and identification kits were available. They are equipped
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with miniaturized test tubes and . dehydrated reagents which can be inoculated with
presumptive cell colony. Variou§.identification kits are available and can be in different
formats, examples include BD Phoenix", API® test kits, Microl.og", and Vermicon
Identification Technology kits (VIT®) (Jasson et al., 2010; Velusamy et al., 2010).

2.4.1 Confirmation
Automated microbiology system like BD Phoenix™ uses smart software to detect
microbes without addition of reagents (Figure 2.3). BD Phoenix allows simultaneous
identification, flexible data entry, reduced waste disposal, single or batch inoculation, and
gives rapid and accurate results.
Thus, any modification or improvement in conventional culture method that may reduce
labor and time of analysis can be regarded as rapid method (Mandal et al., 2011).

Figure 2.3: Automated BD Phoenix Instrument
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CHAPTER3
RELATED RESEARCH

This chapter provides information on similar studies carried out in different parts of the
world by exploring the issues surrounding the prevalence and methods of detection and
molecular characterization of pathogenic Vibrios particularly, V.

parahaemolyticus in

various seafood.
Various studies carried out on seafood in different parts of the world demonstrated the
presence and contamination of these foods by pathogenic bacteria, predominantly Vibrio
species (Colakoglu et al., 2006; Adebayo-Tayo et al., 2011 and Francis et al., 2012).
V. parahaemolyticus

is marine based bacterium and a leading seafoodbome pathogen

causing severe clinical conditions mostly gastroenteritis coupled with mild to moderate
diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramp, headache, chill and sometimes low fever
(Chatterjee et al., 1970; Joseph et al., 1982). Although, few V. parahaemolyticus strains in
seafood can cause disease (Drake et al., 2007). It is a leading cause of gastroenteritis
associated with seafood consumption in the world (Letchumanan et al., 2014).
V. parahaemolyticus

was originally discovered in 1950s by Tsunesaburo F. following

shirasu (whitebit) outbreaks in Japan (Fujino et al., 1953). Presently, the illness occurs
throughout the world (Daniels et al., 2000; Ansaruzzaman et al., 2005; Martinez-Urtaza et
al., 2005; Fluenzalida et al., 2007; Iwamoto et al., 2010). Since then, V. parahaemolyticus
is repeatedly isolated in seafood from different regions around the world (Martinez-Urtaza
et al., 2005; Francis et al., 2012 and AbdElghany and Sallam, 2013).
With the emergence of highly virulent pandemic 03: K6 clone in 1996, the incidence of V.
parahaemolyticus-associated

infections has been increased (Okuda et al., 1997; Wong et

al., 2000). This emerging serotype and its serovariants disseminated the aquatic
environments and seafood in four different continents; Africa (Ansarnzzaman, et al 2005),
Asia (Han et al 2016), America (DePaola et al., 2000) and Europe (Martinez-Urtaza et al.,
2005) were resulting in several outbreaks. The outbreaks were mostly due to consumption
of raw, undercooked or re-contaminated ready-to-eat seafood (Alam et al., 2003; DePaola
et al., 2003; Tuyet et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2000; Martinez-Urtaza et al., 2005;
Fluenzalida et al., 2007).
The continuing incidences of V. parahaemolyticus following the first outbreaks in 1950s is
correlated with the frequent isolation of V. parahaemolyticus in foods resulting from 61 to
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71 % of the total outbreaks between 1996 and 1999 in Taiwan (Chiou et al., 2000). The
incidence of V. parahaemolyticus in aquatic habitats is a function of many ecological
factors. Seawater temperature and organic matter play a significant role for the survival of
this organism in aquatic habitats. In japan, for example it accounts for about 20-30% of all
food poisoning outbreaks (Alam et al., 2003).
V. parahaemolyticus

strains were isolated following investigation of seafood-associated

outbreaks in Chile during the summer of 2006. The outbreaks is the second of its kind that
is connected with consumption of seafood carrying the pathogenic V. parahaemolyticus
serovar 03 :K6 pandemic

clone. The outbreaks

occurred unevenly between

two

geographical regions of the country. The outbreaks was reported in the summer of 1998 in
Antofagasta (northern Chile), leaving some rare cases. The second and most frequent
outbreaks was reported in 2004 at Puerto Montt (southern Chile). There was uneven
occurrence of the outbreaks, large in Puerto Montt and rare in Antofagasta due to the
differences in seawater temperatures between the two regions. For better understanding of
the importance of seafood in the latter outbreaks, V. parahaemolyticus strains in clinical
and shellfish samples from Puerto Montt were analysed following diarrheal outbreaks in
2006 and shellfish harvested from Antofagasta where there were no reported cases. V.
parahaemolyticus was detected in 80% of the samples from Puerto Montt wl:iereas no
growth was detected in the samples from Antofagasta (Fuenzalida et al., 2007).
The increase in seafood-associated infections instigate the investigation of various seafood
to ascertain the prevalence and levels of this organism and, when necessary, establish
guidelines and control measures to protect seafood-consuming populace (Feldhusen, 2000;
Adedeji et al., 2012).
The occurrence of V. parahaemolyticus in seafood has been documented in the southern
part of Cyprus (Eleftheriadou et al., 2002). The investigated types of seafood carrying this
medically important pathogen were frozen and raw shrimps and prawns. Standard culture
method and ISO 891 :1990 method were employed in this analysis, the presumptive isolates
were subsequently taken for biochemical test and further confirmed by Analytical Profile
Index (API) 20 E.
Jaksic et al (2002) used conventional culture technique in the investigation of pathogenic
Vibrios associated with seafood. V. parahaemolyticus was the most prevalent among all
human pathogenic Vibrios in the tested samples as revealed by the most probable number
(MPN) quantitative method.
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Microbiological quality of seafood has been assessed in the Adriatic Sea region of Croatia.
Different varieties of seafood were investigated for the presence of pathogenic microbes
including Vibrios. V. parahaemolyticus has been detected from the studied samples using
standard culture method coupled with rapid detection test kit (API 20 NE) to facilitate the
identification of the Vibrio isolates (Popovic et al., 2010).
Colakoglu et al (2006) investigated the presence of some indigenous pathogenic bacteria of
aquatic environs in various shellfish consumed in the Dardanelles coast of Turkey.
Following traditional analysis by culture technique, a number of indigenous aquatic
bacterial pathogens were isolated. Although, the occurrence of V. parahaemolyticus in this
study was meager, other pathogenic Vibrios such as V. alginolyticus and V. vulni.ficus were
significantly isolated.
Di pinto et al (2008) carried out research on the occurrence of pathogenic
parahaemolyticus

V.

in shellfish harvested from the coastal regions of southern Italy. V.

parahaemolyticus strains was isolated by conventional culture technique with confirmatory
biochemical tests, followed by molecular (PCR) analysis indicating the presence of
pathogenic TDH genes of V. parahaemolyticus.

Eventhough the TRH gene was not

detected in their study, the presence of tdh gene which is the major virulence factor,
indicates safety concerns. Based on this study V. parahaemolyticus

is regarded as

dangerous organism seeking proper inspection to safeguard the health of shellfish
consumers.
The distribution of V. parahaemolyticus in finfish and shellfish varieties has been reported.
The bacterium occurs most commonly in shellfish than finfish. Effect of environmental
condition on the distribution of this bacterium was also noted. Further, occurrences of V.
parahaemolyticus in finfishes from different aquatic environs was analysed to provide
insights on the unequal distribution of this bacterium from different sources (Das et al.,
2009).
Additionally, incidences of pathogenic Vibrios were reported in freshly harvested seafood
in Nigeria. Different species of finfish and shellfish were examined using standard
microbiological techniques. The isolated Vibrios include V. cholerae, V. mimicus, V.
fluvialis and V .vulni.ficus. The occurrence of these pathogens in seafood should not be
neglected, raising the need for proper inspection at the very beginning of seafood harvest
before allowance for human consumption (Adebayo-Tayo et al., 2011).
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Salmonella and Vibrios specieshavebe_°'' describedas the most important_mic~l.m,/!_'f~
m terms of seafood-associated infections, Bakr and colleagues 2011 mvest1gat~c·
occurrence of Salmonella and some Vibrios in seafood marketed in the historic city of
Alexandria, Egypt. TCBS was employed in the isolation of pathogenic Vibrios. V
parahaemolyticus was largely distributed and detected in the analysed seafood samples.
In another study, Francis et al (2012) investigated the prevalence and distribution of
pathogenic

V

parahaemolyticus

in various

finfish

sold in Cochin,

India.

V

parahaemolyticus were identified from various organs of pelagic and demersal fish species
by the standard conventional culture technique. The species specific thermolabile
hemolysin (tlh) was confirmed by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method. This study
revealed that there is high occurrence of V parahaemolyticus on the skin and gills of
pelagic fish, accordingly high strains of V parahaemolyticus was isolated in the intestine
of demersal fish. The authors mentioned that the occurrence of V parahaemolyticus in
finfish required control measures to avoid recontamination of seafood after harvest.
In their study, AbdElghany and Sallam (2013) examined the occurrence of potentially
pathogenic V parahaemolyticus in different shellfish sold in Mansoura, Egypt. The study
is based on the detection of thermostable direct haemolysin (tdh) and tdh . relc:ite.d (trh)
virulent genes. Both conventional and molecular methods confirmed the presence of the
target strains of V parahaemolyticus although there was major variations between the
methods. It was found that the tested samples of seafood ( crab, cockle and shrimp ) contain
an adequate number of the target species with shrimp having the highest number of the
verified pathogenic strains of V parahaemolyticus.

This study demonstrated that the

analysed samples may be a threat to public health as they contained potentially pathogenic
V parahaemolyticus

strains. The use of reliable molecular detection methods in the

subsequent investigation of V parahaemolyticus was also encouraged.
Alkaline peptone water (APW)

broth was mostly used in the isolation of V

parahaemolyticus in seafood, but, advances in research showed that there are many other
forms of enrichment

broths

that

could be used to detect the pathogenic

V

parahaemolyticus in seafood.
Sodium taurocholate (ST) broth, salt polymyxin broth (SPB), salt colistin broth (SCB),
Alternative protein source (APS) broth and glucose salt teepol (GST) broth can replace
APW broth (Bisha, et al 2012). In this regard, an alternative method for determining V
parahaemolyticus in seafood has been developed (Hara-kuda, et al 2000). The method is
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based on enriching and. plating of the homogenate in chromogenic agar. The study
employed and tested two distinct media for V. parahaemolyticus

isolation; the salt

polymyxin broth (SPB) and salt tripticase soy (STS) broth, which are selective and nonselective media respectively. In essence, the method consists of two distinct steps; initial
culturing of sample in STS broth followed by pouring the cultured STS onto SPB broth.
The combine media yielded more growth of V. parahaemolyticus compared to SPB alone.
Raghunatath et al (2009) compared the modified enrichment broth containing bile salt and
sodium taurocholate with traditional APW broth. The enrichment broth were compared
following conventional isolation, colony hybridization and PCR. The authors revealed that
the newly formed enrichment broth has higher efficiency over popularly used APW broth
in terms of detection and isolation for the strains of pathogenic V. parahaemolyticus in
seafood.
Hassan et al (2012) determined the frequency of occurrence of V. parahaemolyticus in
various seafood marketed in some seafood outlets in The Netherlands by cultural and
phenotypic detection techniques. The study is aimed at comparing the percent recoveries of
two distinct selective culture media (TCBS agar and CHROMagr Vibrio (CV)) of the
examined seafood samples. The study concluded that the two media showed no significant
difference in terms of growth of V. parahaemolyticus in seafood samples.
Some studies emphasized on the importance of V. parahaemolyticus

characterization

following isolation and confirmation. Characterization is based on the presence or absence
of pathogenic strains.

The pathogenicity of V. parahaemolyticus is accessed by its

hemolytic ability on wagatsuma agar (kanagawa phenomenon), urea hydrolysis, adherence
factors (Drake et al 2007), and cytotoxicity on host body (Broberg et al., 2011; Zhen et al.,
2014).
The thermostable

direct hemolysin (tdh) and TDH related hemolysin (trh) genes were

basically recognised as indicators of pathogenicity in V. parahaemolyticus, until recently
two type III secretion systems designated as T3SS1 and T3SS2 were also discovered
(Makino et al., 2003).
V. parahaemolyticus has been a major cause of seafood-borne diseases and understanding
of its

characteristic features could reduced an outbreak of seafood related diseases

(Boonyawantang et al., 2012).
Vongxay et al (2008) investigated 216 V. parahaemolyticus isolates of seafood and clinical
sources. The isolates were analysed for the presence of hemolytic and urea producing
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phenotypes, and prominent. yirulence genes of tdh and trh. Pathogenetic strains of V.
parahaemolyticus was tested forhemolytic

activity, urease activity, adherence to Caco-2

cells and entheropathogenicity and cytotoxicity against test animals and cell lines.
Avsar and others (2016) investigated the frequency of Vibrio spp. of two fish varieties
(anchovy and garfish) in the Sinop region of Turkey. Many Vibrio spp. including V.
parahaemolyticus have been detected by conventional culture method and characterized by
a series of morphological, physiological as well as biochemical examinations of the
suspect isolates.
Several methods for detection of total and pathogenic strains of V. parahaemolyticus were
available in the literature.
Raghunath et al (2008) used colony hybridization method to detect the total and tdh +
strains of V. parahaemolyticus in seafood. In this study, special set of seafood samples was
used to evaluate the prevalence of V. parahaemolyticus in the selected seafood. The study
was aimed at detecting the pandemic clones in different seafood samples.
Rosec et al (2009) compared the standard culture method with PCR protocols using pR 72H
V. parahaemolyticus

and toxR and determined the total and pathogenic
molluscan

bivalve.

The

parahaemolyticus-specific
methods

were

primer

pairs

were

compared

based

on

V.

toxR gene, pR 72H fragment as well as tdh and trh genes. Both

critically

parahaemolyticus-toxR,

resultant

in various

observed

for their

limits

of detection

(LOD).

In

V.

the LOD ranged from 7-24 pg of the purified DNA per reaction

tube whereas pR 72H depends on the V. parahaemolyticus strains used. The PCR protocols
effectively identified thirty three (33) V. parahaemolyticus isolates in the samples , more
than 3 V. parahaemolyticus

isolates found with conventional culture method. PCR

sequencing was applied to authenticate the presence of V. parahaemolyticus in the PCR
prototocols (toxR) samples.
Khamesipour and others (2014) used culture method and PCR assay in the investigation of
indigenous and non-indigenous bacterial pathogens in seafood. Samples of crayfish were
analysed in this study. Vibrio species of concern in this research include: V. vulnifzcus, V.
alginolyticus, V. mimicus and V. harveyi.
Malcolm and others (2015) investigated the quantity of potentially pathogenic

V.

parahaemolyticus in various shellfish using multiplex PCR and loop-mediated isothermal
amplification assay (LAMP). Briefly, the multiplex PCR was used to detect the pathogenic
genes (tax R+), (tdh+) and (trh+) in detected strains of V. parahaemolyticus while the
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LAMP was used to detect pathogenic strains only. Significant number of the tested
shellfish were positive for tdh-h whereas positive samples of trh+ were significantly low in
terms of most probable number per gram (MPN/g). Although

the key objective of this

study was to compared the differences between these methods, detection of tdh+ across the
sample shows no variation between the methods, however, in terms of trh+ singnificant
difference was observed between the tested methods. In view of their findings, the authors
suggested that V. parahaemolyticus present in shellfish could pose potential risk when
preventive or safety measures are not properly applied.
In a study involving mussel, seawater and fish samples, Terzi Guiel and Martinez-Urtaza
(2016) investigated the occurrence of pathogenic V. parahaemolyticus in the Black Sea
region of Turkey using Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and Real-time PCR
following conventional culture method. The virulent strain markers (tdh and trh genes),
serotype (04:KUT, 02:KUT as well as 03:KUT serovars) and genetic profiles of V.
parahaemolyticus were analysed.
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CHAPTER4
MATERIALS AND METHOD

4.1 Study Area
Cyprus, a third largest island in the historic Mediterranean Sea, is located at approximately
7 5 km to the South of Turkey, 200 km to the North West of Israel and Palestine territory,
800 km to the South East of Greece, and 380 km to the North of Egypt (The Early
Prehistory of Cyprus: From Colonization to Exploitation, 2001 ). Demographically, Cyprus
is broadly divided into two distinct ehtnic groups, one is Greek Cypriot and the other is
Turkish Cypriot (2011 census, 2006 North Cyprus data, entire Island) (statistical service
republic of Cyprus, 2011). The geographical location of Cyprus was found to be essential
to the previous civilisations. Sequentially, the Island has been ruled by the Persians,
Assyrians, Hellenistic, Arabs, Romans, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires.
In the TRNC,

seafood are consumed in significant quantities and can be a source of

vibriosis. Accordingly, ensuring the safety of seafood by investigating the pathogenic V
parahaemolyticus is crucial.

4.2 Sampling
Fish samples were taken from major seafood outlets of Nicosia (Lefkosa), Famagusta
(Magusa), Kyrenia (Girne) and Morphou (Gtizelyurt), and also directly from the coasts
and/or bays of the Meditterranean Sea of the above named districts. A total of 60 seafood
samples, (20 from seacoasts) and (40 from seafood outlets) of the four regions

were

asceptically taken during the summer period of 2016 as can be seen in Table 4.1. These
representative samples were drawn in accordance with standardised procedures for fresh
fish sampling (ICMFS, 1986; CFIA, 2013). See Appendix 3.
Seafood samples in this study include European Sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax-Levrek),
Gilt-head bream (Sparus aurata L.- Cipura), Blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassouVoppa), Marbled spinefoot (Siganus rivulatus-Sokan) and Mackerel (Scomber scombrusPalamut).
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Table 4.1: Sampling regions in TRNC and number of primary samples taken

Region

Number of

Fish species

primary samples
Famagusta (Magusa)

Kyrenia (Gime)

Nicosia (Lefkosa)

Morphou (Guzelyurt)

Sea bass

5

Sea bream

5

Catch of the day: Mackerel

5

Catch of the day: Marbled spinefoot

5

Sea bass

5

Sea bream

5

Catch of the day: Blue whiting

5

Sea bass

5

Sea bream

5

Sea bass

5

Sea bream

5

Catch of the day: Mackerel

5

These fish varieties were selected because they are widely consumed and are available in
all seasons of the year.
Seafood samples were packed into a clean polyethylene bag then labelled and transferred
into icebox and then taken directly to the laboratory of Microbiology Department, Faculty
of Medicine, Near East University for bacteriological analyses.
Direct contact of the seafood samples with storage medium was avoided to ensure maximal
survival and recovery of Vibrio parahaemolyticus.
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All samples were

processed immediately upon their arrivals to the laboratory.

Additionally, aseptic procedures were strictly adhered to during collection, transportation,
and analysis of the seafood samples.

Figure 4.1: Map of Cyprus showing the study area in TRNC (KKTC)

4.3 Media, Test Kits and Equipment used
Media and test kits: Alkaline Peptone Water (APW), TCBS Agar plates (20), TCBS Agar
(100), Vibrio Parahaemolyticus

ATTC (17802), Sodium Chloride (NaCl), Phoenix

NMIC/ID, Phoenix ID Broth, Phoenix AST Broth and Phoenix AST Indicator.
Equipment: BD Phoenix IOOx 100, NMIC (1 KUT), Incubator (36±2°C), autoclave, pH
meter, sterile forceps, pipettes, bottles, jars and glass wares.

4.3.1 Preparation of enrichment media
Alkaline peptone water was prepared by weighing 20 g of APW powder (Liofichem srl,
Italy) on a digital balance (Shimadzu, Japan) and transferred into 1000 ml distilled water
volumetric

container

and dissolved

in distilled water by shaking (according to

manufacturer's instructions). The solutions were autoclaved at 121 °C for 15 minutes.
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4.3.2 TCBS agar
Thiosulphate citrate bile-salts sucrose (TCBS) agar is a selective medium generally used
for plating, propagating and isolating Vibrios from seafood (Table 4.2). In the study, readyto use plates were used (Liofichem srl, Italy).

Table 4.2: TCBS agar selective isolation media composition (FDA/BAM, 2003)

gram/liter

Components

5

Yeast extract

10

Pep tone

20

Sucrose

10

Sodium thiosulfate 5H20

10

Sodium citrate 2H20

3

Sodium cholate

5

Ox gall

10

NaCl

1

Ferric citrate

0.04

Bromthymol blue

0.04

Thymol blue

15

Agar

l liter

Distilled water

Plates were stored in the dark at 2.8°C avoiding freezing and overheating and minimizing
exposure to light prior to use. The medium is allowed to warm to room temperature before
inoculation.
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4.4 Bacteriological Analysis
The isolation and identification of Vibrio parahaemolyticus

by conventional culture

technique has been done in accordancewith Food and Drug Administration/Bacteriological
Analyses Manual (FDA/BAM,2001).
4.4.1 Analytical sample preparation
Seemingly, apathogenic and pathogenic bacteria live on the skin, the gills and in the
intestines of fish (Feldhusen, 1999). Therefore the gills and intestines from each fish
sample were separated and then homogenised in 225ml of alkaline peptone water (APW)
with 3% NaCl for lmin. The homogenates were tranferred into sterile polythene stomacher
bags and stored in an incubator (Thermo Scientific) at 37 °c for 18 - 24 hr.
After incubation period (24 hr), one ml of each homogenate were taken aseptically using a
sterile wooden cotton applicator stick and streaked onto sterile surface dried TCBS agar
plates. The plates were then incubated at 37 °c for 18 - 24 hr. Figure 4.2 summarizes the
distinctive steps involved in cultural detection of Vibrio parahaemolyticus from seafood
samples.

Figure 4.2: Prepared APW enrichmentmedia and homogenizationof fish samples
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4.4.2 Reculture of control Vibrio parahaemolyticus ATCC 17802
Vibrio parahaemolyticus ATCC 17802 was used as control. It was lyophilized pellet. One
pellet was dissolved in 500 µl brain hearth infusion broth and then inoculate onto TCBS
agar at 3 7 °C for 24 hours. These control colonies were used for the detection of
presumptive Vibrio parahaemolyticus colonies in the fish samples.

4.4.3 Isolation and identification of Vibrio parahaemolyticus
Following plate incubation, TCBS plates were checked for suspect colonies which are
sucrose non-fermenting with green or bluish green color and dark blue or green center
about 3-5 mm in length indicating the presence of Vibrio parahaemolyticus and carefully
selected. The suspect colonies were purified and further characterized by carrying out
catalase and Gram staining tests. Suspect isolates which are positive for catalase and Gram
staining tests were selected for biochemical identification and confirmation.

4.5 Confirmation
After counting, suspect isolates with varying morphological features were screened by
Phoenix automated and rapid identification biochemical test kits (Becton Dickinson, USA).

4.5.1 Preparation of colony suspensions in Phoenix Inoculum Broth
Phoenix Inoculum Broth was used to make the initial McFarland suspension of
microorganisms when utilizing Phoenix MIC panels (PMIC, NMIC, SMIC).
The Inoculum Density window enables us to see the default McFarland concentration for
inoculum. The default density is 0.5 for Gram Negative and Gram Positive panel types. In
our study, 0.5 was also selected (acceptable density is 0.50-0.60) for Gram Positive and
Gram Negative panels (Strep panels use only 0.5). The Phoenix Inoculum Broth was used
to reach the correct inoculum density.
For NMIC panels used in our study, one drop of the Phoneix AST Indicator was added to
each AST-S broth tube. And then 25 µl of the Phonenix Inoculum broth suspension was
transfered to the Phonenix AST tubes, capped and gently inverted. Then the prepared
panels were placed into BD Phoneix Instrument for 24 hours for bacterial identification.
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Separation of gills and intestines
from fish samples
Homogenization of individual fish
gill/intestine separately in 225 ml
APWfor 1 min

Incubation of the homogenates at
3 7°C for 18-24 h

Inoculation onto TCBS agar plates
and incubation at 37°C for 18-24h

Isolation of V. parahaemolyticus
colonies

Identification and confirmation of V.
parahaemolyticus isolates by using
BD Phoenix automated system

Figure 4.3: Steps for cultural detection of Vibrio parahaemolyticus in fish samples
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CHAPTERS
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results obtained in this study were presented in this chapter. Findings related to our study
were explored and compared, trucing into consideration the various studies that investigate

Vibrioparahaemolyticus from different finfish varieties.

5.1 Results
Apathogenic and pathogenic microorganisms are widely distributed in aquatic environment
and of course in seafood harvested from such environment. Specifically, the present study
investigated the occurrence of Vibrioparahaemolyticus in finfish marketed in four major
cities and other species caught off from the Mediterranean coasts of the TRNC. Whereas

Vibrioparahaemolyticus could not be found in any of the examined fish samples, other
Gram- negative bacteria were detected in the intestines of sea bass from Kyrenia and sea
bream from Morphou. Three bacterial species including Photobacterium damselae
(formerly Vibrio damsela), Providencia rettgeri and Pseudomonas fluorescens were
confirmed following biochemical test with BD Phoenix Identification Instrument. Two of
these bacteria,

namely Photobacterium damsalae (formerly

Vibrio damsela) and

Providencia rettgeri are pathogenic in humans and in animals. Results for fish species,
locations and pathogens are presented in Table 5.1 and suspected bacterial colonies on
TCBS agar in Figure 5 .1.

Figure 5.1: The suspected TCBS agar plates
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Table 5.1: Occurrence of bacterial pathogens in various fish species in the TRNC

Region

Fish Species

Number of samples

Biochemically

Concentration

positive/number of

identified

of pathogen

pathogen

(cfu/ml)

samples examined

Famagusta

Sea Bass

0/5

(Magusa)

Sea Bream

0/5

Catch of the day

0/5

(Mackerel)
Catch of the day

0/5

(Marbled
spinefoot)
Kyrenia

Sea Bass

1/5

(Girne)

Sea Bream

0/5

Catch of the day

0/5

Providencia rettgeri

> 105

Photobacterium

> 105

(Blue whiting)
Nicosia

Sea Bass

0/5

(Lefkosa)

Sea Bream

0/5

Morphou

Sea Bass

0/5

(Guzelyurt)

Sea Bream

1/5

damselae

(fonnerly

Vibrio damsela)
Catch of the day

0/5

(Mackerel)
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5.2 Discussion
Recent epidemiological studies identified the importance of minimizing or preventing
pathogens contamination and control of temperature as a key to increasing shelf life and
minimizing the occurrence of seafoodbome illnesses (Ronholm et al., 2016). Surveying,
monitoring and detection of pathogens in foods are the most important approaches for
reducing, controlling or preventing foodborne bacterial infections (Zhao et al., 2014).
Bacterial infections mostly due to consumption of fish and shellfish have been attributed to
pathogenic Vibrios (Ronholm et al., 2016). V. cholerae, V. parahaemolyticus and V.
vulnificus are the most debilitating of all Vibrios in humans (DePaola et al., 2010).
Vibrio parahaemolyticus,

a potential aquatic and seafood pathogen, happens to be the

principal cause of seafoodborne diseases throughout the planet Earth. The debilitating
effects of V. parahaemolyticus is due to the presence of virulence genes (tdh and trh ), type
III secretion systems (T3SS1 and T3SS2), clonal serotypes (03:K6 and its serovariants)
and extracellular proteases (Okuda et al 1997; Makino et al., 2003; Drake et al., 2007;
Mahoney et al., 2010; Letchumanan et al., 2014; Caburlotto et al., 2016).
To our knowledge, occurrence of Vibrio parahaemolyticus in the seafood consumed in
TRNC has never been investigated. The present study examined the occurrence of the total
Vibrio parahaemolyticus in fresh fish species marketed in four major cities of the TRNC.
Fortunately, Vibrio parahaemolyticus was not found in any fresh fish species sampled in
our study, although some studies from the United States reported the elevations in the
number of Vibrio infections associated with seafood (lwamato et al., 2010), meanwhile in
Europe, Vibrio parahaemolyticus has been considered as emerging foodborne pathogen
responsible for most of the recent sporadic and epidemic seafoodborne infections (Powell
et al., 2013).
However, our results are in agreement with previous study conducted in some European
countries where fish samples sourced from France and Great Britain contain no V.
parahaemolyticus (Davis et al., 2001).
Nonetheless, other aquatic bacterial pathogens like Photobacterium damselae (formerly
Vibrio damsela) and Providencia rettgeri were found in our fish samples from Kyrenia and
Morphou. Photobacterium damselae is a pathogen for several species of fish and shellfish.
In humans, this bacterium can cause wide range of infections which may result into
necrotizing fasciitis usually with severe clinical consequences.
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Providencia rettgeri is one of the major causes of diarrhea in humans. It is also a major
source of Tetrodotoxin, predominantly in some Asian countries and recently in Europe (Tu
et al., 2014)
These bacteria could be isolated because they are also sugar-fermenting, Gram negative
like V. parahaemolyticus and share similar growing conditions in sea.
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CHAPTER6
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results of our study, we could not find Vibrio parahaemolyticus in fish
samples taken from different regions of the TRNC which is one of the most important
seafoodbome pathogens. However seafood consumed in the TRNC might be a source of
other bacterial pathogens like Photo bacterium damselae (formerly Vibrio damsela) and
Providencia rettgeri species, since the concentrations of these bacteria were found to be
greater than 105 cfu/ml (minimum infective dose) in sea bass and sea bream fishes from
Kyrenia and Morphou regions respectively.
It is highly recommended to investigate the occurrence of Photobacterium damselae
(formerly Vibrio damsela) and Providencia rettgeri in various seafood products consumed
in theTRNC.
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APPENDIX 1
VIBRIO SPECIES AND THEIR INFECTIONS

Table 1.1: Vibrio species and infections caused by each (Adams and Moss, 2008)

Species

Infections

V. cholerae, 01

Cholera, wound infection

V. cholerae, non-Ol

Diarrhoea, gastroenteritis, wound infection,
secondary septicaemia

V. mimicus

Diarrhoea, gastroenteritis, wound infection

V. parahaemolyticus

Gastroenteritis,

wound

infection,

otitis

media
V. fluvialis

Diarrhoea

V. furnissii

Diarrhoea

V. hollisae

Diarrhoea

V. vulnificus

Wound

infection,

primary

secondary septicaemia
V. alginolyticus

Wound infection, otitis media

V. damsela

Wound infection
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septicaemia,

APPENDIX2
SURVIVAL REQUIREMENTS

OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS

Table: 2.1: Characteristics for survival/growth of Vibrio parahaemolyticus

Optimum

Extremes

37

5-43

7.8-8.6

4.8-11

Water activity(aw)

0.981

0.940-0.996

NaCl(%)

1.5-3

0.5-10

Parameters
Temperature (0C)
pH
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APPEND1X3

1986)
Bacteria. per. gram
or percm2
m
hand cold smoked fish

frozen crabmeat
bivalve molluscs

5

2

5

1

10

10

5

1

10

10

10

1

10

10

10

1

10

10

of representative samples
m number of acceptable samples with bacterial counts between m and M
um recommended bacterial counts for good quality seafood
mum recommended bacterial counts for marginally acceptable seafood
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APPEND1X4
IN CULTURE METHODS
Table

,-mnrm,,,.-m,,.nt<o and

automatization in conventional culture methods (De

Boer and Beumer, 1999)

Method

Application

Sample preparation
Gravimetric diluter

Diluent addition

Stomacher™ (Colworth)

Homogenization

Pulsifier™ (Kalyx)

Homogenization

Plating techniques
Spiral plater

Enumeration
Enumeration
culture media

Detection
Detection
Enumeration and detection
Enumeration and detection
Colony counting
Confirmation, characterization

